TAGINATOR® is a powerful and penetrating blend of biodegradable ingredients in an alkaline based solution that removes the toughest graffiti markings from masonry surfaces. TAGINATOR® has a pleasant fresh and clean scent, contains no acids, petroleum distillates, phosphates, methylene chloride, or carcinogens. TAGINATOR® completely removes graffiti markings caused by aerosol latex or enamel paint sprays, lacquers, inks, high temperature engine paints, acrylics and traffic line coatings. It penetrates porous surfaces to dissolve and liquify unsightly graffiti for easy removal with a hot or cold water pressure rinse. Applications include masonry walls and floors, brick, cinder block, concrete, granite, marble, slate, terra cotta and more. TAGINATOR® removes graffiti so easily, it makes barrier coatings unnecessary. Do not use on Lexan® or other polycarbonate plastics including vinyl.

**UNIQUE ACTION**

Simply apply to graffiti markings and pressure rinse away. Requires no pre-mixing. It is also effective in below freezing temperatures. TAGINATOR® evaporates slowly. It dissolves away graffiti even on water soaked surfaces. It is effective with hot or cold water pressure rinse.

**CHARACTERISTICS**

- Fresh and Clean Scent: Biodegradable
- Fast acting: No phosphates
- Free rinsing: No methylene chloride
- No acids: No pre-mixing
- No carcinogens: Professional strength
- Non-flammable: V.O.C. compliant

**COVERAGE**

One gallon covers 200 to 300 sq. ft. depending on the porosity of the surface.

**DIRECTIONS**

**Masonry Surfaces:** Apply full strength soaking graffiti thoroughly with our special pump up compression applicator TAGSPRAYER™ (contact ETS Co. for details) or use a brush, roller or spray. Allow it to remain on masonry surfaces for up to 5 - 20 minutes to break down multiple layers of graffiti. Pressure rinse with hot or cold water.

**Pre-test:** Always pre-test in a small inconspicuous area for possible adverse effects. Not recommended for aluminum or painted surfaces. Do not use on Lexan® or other polycarbonate plastics including vinyl.

**PACKAGING**

TAGINATOR® is available in 1 quart spray bottles (six per case), 1 gallon and 5 gallon containers.
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